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Abstract. How do we most quickly fold a paper strip (modeled as a line) to obtain a desired mountain-valley pattern of equidistant creases
(viewed as a binary string)? Define the folding complexity of a mountain-valley string as the minimum
number of simple folds required to construct it. We
show that the folding complexity of a length-n uniform string (all mountains or all valleys), and hence
of a length-n pleat (alternating mountain/valley), is
polylogarithmic in n. We also show that the maximum possible folding complexity of any string of
length n is O(n/ lg n), meeting a previously known
lower bound.

(a) How fast can we fold this?

1. Introduction. What is the best way to fold an
origami model? Origamists around the world struggle with this problem daily, searching for clever,
more accurate, or faster folding sequences and techniques. Many advanced origami models require substantial precreasing of a prescribed mountain–valley
pattern (getting each crease folded slightly in the
correct direction), and then folding all the creases
at once. For example, in his instructional video
for folding the MIT seal Mens et Manus in “three
easy steps” [3], Brian Chan spends about three hours
precreasing, then three hours folding those creases,
(b) An origami angel with many pleats, folded by
Takashi Hojyo (reproduced with his kind permisand then four hours of artistic folding. The precreassion).
ing component is particularly tedious, leading us to
a natural algorithmic problem of optimal precreasFigure 1: Pleats.
ing: what is the fastest way to precrease a given
mountain–valley pattern? Although the standard
method of “fold one crease, unfold, repeat” is usuthereby precrease them all at once.
ally the most accurate, it might be possible to fold
We focus here on a simple kind of onethe paper along some of the desired creases to bring
dimensional
precreasing, where the piece of paper is
several other desired creases into alignment, and
a long rectangular strip, which can be abstracted into
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2. Our Results. In this paper, we develop surprisingly efficient algorithms for precreasing a
1

mountain-valley string, especially the pleat.
First, we show how to fold a uniform mountain–
valley string M√
M M · · · of n mountain creases us1+ 2
n) simple fold operations. These
ing just O(lg
operations fold only along desired creases, and the
last direction that each crease gets folded is mountain. By combining two executions of this algorithm, we obtain the same bound for pleats. This
folding is exponentially faster than both the standard folding and the best known folding of O(nε )
folds [7]. From a complexity-theoretic perspective,
this is the first polynomial-time algorithm for pleat
folding, because the only input is the number n.
Second, we show how to fold an arbitrary
mountain–valley string of n creases using just
O(n/ lg n) folds. This algorithm is the first to beat
the straightforward n − 1 upper bound by more than
a constant factor, and is asymptotically optimal [7].
We effectively exploit that every string has some redundancy in it, similar to how Lempel-Ziv can compress any string into O(n/ lg n) block pointers.
Unfortunately, our algorithms are not about to
revolutionize pleat folding or other practical paper precreasing, because they assume ideal zerothickness paper. In reality, folding more than a
few layers of paper leads to some inaccuracy in
the creases, called creep in origami circles, and
our algorithms require folding through Θ(n) layers.
Nonetheless, our results lead the way for the development of practical algorithms that limit the number k of layers that can be folded through simultaneously, with speed increasing as k grows.
From an information-theory perspective, paper
folding offers an intriguing new definition of the algorithmic complexity of a binary string. The folding complexity [7] of a mountain–valley string is
the minimum number of folds needed to construct
it. Similar to how Kolmogorov complexity compresses a string down to instructions for a Turing
machine, folding complexity compresses a string
down to instructions for an origamist. Unlike Kolmogorov complexity, however, folding complexity
is computable, though its exact computational complexity (between P and EXPTIME) remains open.
We lack a specific (deterministic) string whose folding complexity is asymptotically the maximum possible. (The pleat was an early candidate, now known
to be far from the worst case.) Nonetheless, our results shed some light on the structure of this new
measure.

Ito, Kiyomi, Imahori, and Uehara [7] formalized
the problem and made some partial progress. On
the positive side, they showed how to fold any
mountain–valley string using bn/2c + dlg(n + 1)e
folds, a bound we improve on by a logarithmic factor; and they showed how to fold the uniform string
and hence a pleat using O(nε ) folds, for any ε > 0.1
On the negative side, they showed that almost every
mountain–valley string requires Ω(n/ lg n) folds using an information-theoretic argument. We tighten
this lower bound to prove that a lead constant factor of 1 suffices, reasonably close to our asymptotically matching upper bound which has a lead constant factor of 4 + ε, for any ε > 0.
About n different mountain–valley strings of
length n can be folded using the absolute minimum
number of folds, dlg(n + 1)e. These strings are
called paper folding sequences and have been studied much earlier [8, 4, 1].

3. Related Work. Uehara [6] posed the problem
we tackle here in August 2008. In March 2009,

1 A somewhat more careful analysis shows that the same algo√
rithm uses 2O( lg n lg lg n) folds.
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